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Title word cross-reference

\[ x \geq 2 \text{ [Bec20].} \]

17th [Gri22].


ACM [DL20, Dec20a, Dec21]. across [PQ21]. address

board [Set21, Set22]. BPCnet.org [TWL20]. Briana [Mil20b]. broadening


game [Lew20]. gather [Bec20]. graduate [Smi20]. grants [Mur20]. groups [RG20].

ICER [Ko20, KMVH21, MRMK20a, MRMK20b, MRKM20]. inclusion [SIG20]. inequity [MDM+20, MDWP20, MDPR21, MW21, MWMK22].

International [SF21]. Involving [CGEM20]. issues [MDM+20, MDWP20, MDPR21, MW21, MWMK22]. ITiCSE [BQ21, CGEM20, RG20, SB21a, SB21b, SGZ20].

Karen [Ano21b]. Koli [FI20, FS20, OP21, PS22, SF21].

Leo [Dav21b]. Look [CGEM20].

Member [Ano21a, Ano21b, Dav20a, Dav20b, Dav21a, Dav21b, Mil20a, Mil20b, MWV22]. members [Dec20a, Dec21]. membership [PQ21]. microaggressions [Lew20]. Morrison [Mil20b].
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